ETEN BAMIDBAR

DANCE: Yacov Levy
MUSIC: Seltzer

Formation: Circle, face center, all join hands, move CW.

PART ONE

Count 1-4: Mayim step. R crosses in front of L
5-8: 3 more Mayim steps
17-18: Step-hop on R fwd (toward center of circle and arms up)
19-20: Step-hop on L fwd
21-22: 2 steps in place RL (arms and body down)
23-24: Step-hop on R in place (arms and body up)
33-64: Repeat 1-32.

PART TWO

Move CCW, face center of circle

Count 1: R to right side
2: L closes to R
3-4: R to right side and hop on R
5-6: L crosses in front of R and hop on L
7-9: Yem. R
10: L to left side
11-12: R crosses in front of L and hop on R
13-24: Reverse 1-12
25-40: Repeat Part One 17-32
41-80: Repeat 1-40.